
We would like to thank both referees for their construc�ve comments on our submission. We 
here present point-by-point responses to their comments. We expect that implemen�ng the changes we 
outline in these responses will produce a greatly improved manuscript that informs bed-to-surface 
connec�ons on the Greenland Ice Sheet, and supraglacial hydrology generally. We will be�er highlight 
the contribu�ons of our study:  

(1) A direct verifica�on that bed topography is the primary control on IDC-scale Greenland Ice Sheet 
surface topography using newly available bedrock DEMs, surface DEMs, and velocity data. 

(2) Demonstra�on with several geomorphological metrics that the general IDC-scale structure of 
supraglacial stream networks and drainage basins can also be explained by bed topography 

(3) Predic�ons of supraglacial drainage configura�ons/IDC densi�es that would occur in different 
long-term averaged ice flow condi�ons, illustra�ng that supraglacial drainage configura�ons can change 
significantly with changing ice flow condi�ons. This could have implica�ons for ice sheet evolu�on, 
par�cularly if subglacial hydrology influences ice flow condi�ons.  

Key changes in our manuscript will include restructuring to be�er contextualize the 
geomorphology/meltwater rou�ng parts of our analysis, more thoroughly explaining our model, data, 
and parameter choices (including addressing seasonality, bed DEM limita�ons, and slip ra�o values), 
more clearly highligh�ng our results, and making our figures and discussions more concise.  

We note that in these responses all references to specific lines/sec�ons of our manuscript refer 
to the original submission. 

Response to Referee #1: 

This paper uses previously established transfer functions to make three points:  

1) that 1-10 km scale topography on the ice sheet is controlled by bed topography. I don’t 
disagree with this statement because its more or less the conventional wisdom and others have 
demonstrated this to be the case. It is certainly not new and I don’t feel the results presented 
really shed any new insight relative to Greenland. 

That bed topography controls or strongly influences ice surface topography has been men�oned 
previously in literature. We have cited many of the authors that discuss this link and will add any that we 
missed. However, we disagree that our work is not useful in the context of Greenland. We are not aware 
of any publica�ons explicitly and quan�ta�vely tes�ng this idea using 2D bedrock DEMs, or of any 
publica�ons quan�ta�vely examining how well bed topography explains 2D ice sheet surface topography 
as a func�on of wavelength. Our approach is useful in that we have demonstrated that a rela�vely 
simple and easy-to-implement analy�cal model can explain most IDC-scale (1-10 km) surface 
topography. The methodology we use is imperfect for reasons discussed in the manuscript (see sec�ons 
2.1, 2.3.1, and 2.3.2 in the original submission) and pointed out by the reviewers; we will cover some of 
these limita�ons more quan�ta�vely in a revision and suggest ways to improve the analysis in future 
work. 

2) Changes in sliding will radically alter the surface topography and catchments, leading to 
smaller catchments with more moulins and less efficient drainage. This point is somewhat of a 



stretch given that the high sliding really only occurs in the summer – most of the evolution of the 
glacier takes place over the other 9 or 10 months of the year. 

This hypothesis - that changes in surface drainage basins could affect subglacial drainage 
efficiency which would then feedback to surface topography - is supported by the sensi�vity of bed 
transfer func�ons to changes in basal condi�ons through �me. Tes�ng this hypothesis would be an 
interes�ng direc�on for future work. The seasonal dynamics of ice sheets are of course incredibly 
important, but we do not a�empt to model such short �me scales in this work. Seasonal dynamics may 
be part of the reason why the ice surface topography we predict with transfer func�ons o�en exhibits 
not insignificant devia�on from surface DEMs, and we will acknowledge this in a revision.  

However, the transfer func�ons indicate that the wavelengths of features we focus on should 
change over �mescales of 3-60 years, with minimal seasonal varia�on (sec�on 2.3.2). We also point out 
(consistent with the referee’s later statement) that we are not aware of observa�ons indica�ng that 
IDC-Scale ice surface topography generally changes significantly on a seasonal basis. If the ice surface 
topography doesn’t change significantly on a seasonal basis but other ice flow parameters do vary, then 
it is reasonable to ques�on how the “long term, effec�ve,” ice flow parameters that govern surface 
topography relate to the dynamic ice flow parameters (i.e., annual average or peak values). We do not 
a�empt to address this in our work. 

Moreover, they appear to use a very high slip ratio of 11 given that from what I can tell its 
derived using winter velocities in regions with quite warm (perhaps even temperate ice), with 
high slopes, so one would expect deformation to be significant ( ∼ 50/50 as Ryser et al, JGlac 2014 
show). Ryser et al show slip ratios this high in summer, but only for a few brief peaks each 
summer (the annual average slip ratio is much lower). Citing this work as well as others on actual 
slip ratios would make sense. From Figure 6, its seems like the misfit is somewhat insensitive 
(broad minimum) to this parameter, so how is the ice sheet so sensitive to change in sliding. In 
short, the feedback they suggest between catchment size and sliding is not at all well supported. 
It’s also not clear how much faith we should put in a theory derived for small perturbations 
applied to high-amplitude topography with a linear rheology in place of a non-linear rheology. 
Such cases can be illustrative, but one has to be careful about then inverting and assigning too 
much quantitative credence to the results. 

A slip ra�o of 11 is indeed at the high end of the ranges presented for our study regions in other 
publica�ons (such as the suggested Ryser et al 2014 or our original reference MacGregor et al 2016). We 
chose  a slip ra�o of 11 because 11 was the mean best fi�ng value found from inversions in all study 
regions with reliable inversion results. However, the inversion minima is o�en broad (as indicated in 
figure 6), and so in some regions we could choose a slip ra�o as small as around 4 without obtaining 
significantly worse surface predic�ons. We will present more inversion results in a revision to illustrate 
this.  

We expect that the high values of slip ra�o we found primarily reflect the assump�on of 
Newtonian ice rheology that is used in the transfer func�ons, rather than the true basal slip. The analysis 
of Raymond and Gudmundsson (2005) shows that non-linear rheologies generally increase transfer 
amplitude peak for a given sliding value, thus linear rheology will predict larger basal slip ra�os to a�ain 
a given transfer peak amplitude. Raymond and Gudmundsson (2005) also demonstrate that the shape of 
the transfer func�on as a func�on of wavelength is quite similar between Newtonian and power law ice 



rheology. As we show in sec�on 4.1 and figure 12, changing slip ra�o does alter surface topographic 
basin configura�on. The  importance of slip ra�o is not inherently inconsistent with the broad constraints 
that our inversions place on slip ra�o, which reflects both bedrock DEM errors and simplifying model 
assump�ons. Because of this, we focus on rela�ve changes of basal transfer with changing ice flow 
parameters. By showing that different regions of the GIS with a range of ice flow parameters are well 
modeled, we can extrapolate to predict approximate changes in surface topography (and basal hydraulic 
poten�al) upon varying ice flow parameters. In other words, we quan�fy how well the transfer func�ons 
work, show that they produce surface topography with sufficient accuracy as to be useful for making 
general predic�ons, and use them as a means to quan�ta�vely examine ideas about meltwater rou�ng. 

Our study thus overpredicts basal slip ra�o, but reasonably accurately predicts how varia�ons in 
basal slip modify surface topography. Indeed, using smaller values for slip ra�o would not greatly impact 
some of our primary conclusions so long at the slip ra�os used are not smaller than around 4. For the 
amplitude spectra comparisons we covered in sec�ons 2.3.5, 3.1, and figure 9, using a smaller slip ra�o 
does not strongly change the general shape of the transfer func�on or loca�on of the transfer amplitude 
peak. We have included a modified version of figure 9 in our manuscript (Response Figure 1) to show 
that for ice flow parameters representa�ve of our region of interest we s�ll predict similar 1-10 km 
transfer peaks with a slip ra�o of 4. Since the wavelengths of peak bed transfer are rela�vely insensi�ve 
to sliding, our conclusion that bed topography transfer can explain the conformity metrics would s�ll be 
valid (sec�on 3.2.1 and figure 10). Addi�onally, while the slope of our calculated slope-area trends on 
synthe�c flow networks  (figure 11) might change slightly if we predict surfaces using lower slip ra�os, 
the main point that bed topography transfer alone can create nega�ve slope-area rela�ons like those 
observed in stream networks will s�ll be valid (sec�on 3.2.2). Our goal is not to match the exact 
slope-area trends of supraglacial networks here, although such work (which might involve modeling ice 
flow in greater detail and coupling this with surface fluvial incision) will be a rich area for future study. 
We will comment on this in the discussion.  



 

Response Figure 1.   Demonstra�on that lower values of slip ra�o ( C 0* ) s�ll predict bed topography 
transfer peaks at wavelengths from 1-10 km (panel B), but less effec�vely match observed admi�ances. 
This figure is similar to figure 9 in our manuscript except for panel B. 

3) There is a lot about thermal-erosion that’s not really well explained. There numerous cases 
where major drainages are observed to be bridged due to large melt channels. So, I am not really 
sure what the major point is.  

We will remove extraneous discussions of thermal-erosion, and restructure the rest to be�er 
illustrate the rela�on to bed topography transfer and to our key points. We are not claiming that 
large-scale surface topographic features fully control stream network and drainage basin structure, and 
the possibility that fluvial processes contribute to internally drained basin reorganiza�on on a seasonal 
scale is not ruled out by our work. Rather, we find that, in all the regions we examined, the general 
spa�al density, size, and approximate configura�on of drainage basins is well explained with surface 
topographic wavelengths > 1 km, which is the range of length-scales over which bedrock transfer is 
effec�ve. We did not a�empt to carry our more rigorous sta�s�cal studies over larger regions, but this 
will become more tractable as bed DEM data improves.  The fact that we can predict the large-scale 
basin structure reasonably well from only bed topography, even using a fairly simple ice flow model, 



verifies that basal processes are the first-order control on IDC-scale surface topography and meltwater 
rou�ng, a point that has important implica�ons which we explore in our discussion.  

Nearly every Figure is referenced parenthetically, without ever explaining what the figure is 
supposed to be showing. Statements like “We computed xyz results to make some point. The 
results show that. . ..” Would be helpful. The captions themselves are generally terse and don’t 
really explain the figures well, especially without supporting explanation in the text. In some 
cases, the figures appear to be referred to out of order (5 before 4). With respect to the number 
of figures, this is probably a case of less is more (i.e., fewer, better explained, and more relevant 
figures).  

We will be�er contextualize figure references and add more explana�on to the cap�ons. As 
readers can reference Gudmundsson 2003 for similar figures similar to 2 and 4 illustra�ng the transfer 
func�ons, we will place these in a supplement. As figure 5 illustrates only an accessory point about our 
methods, we will consider also removing this figure. We will add a figure to be�er illustrate the stream 
conformity metrics. 

The appendix seems to be largely a rehash of Gudmundson’s work with a few symbols changed. 
A whole section to define Fourier transforms is unwarranted. 

We will remove or consolidate these appendices.  

In summary, I don’t see that this paper adds much new knowledge or insight in its present form. 
It probably needs a complete restructuring and rewrite.  

We agree that some restructuring will be beneficial in making our points more clear and be�er 
suppor�ng them. Though there is of course much room for future improvements, we do believe that our 
work makes three primary and worthwhile contribu�ons, as stated in the introduc�on to these 
responses. 

Specific Points 

P1/L18 – disperse -> dispersed P1/L18/19 – more dispersed yes, but under the scenarios that 
would reach this point, the volume of melt water would be greater (i.e., warming world), so it is 
not clear whether the efficiency would increase or decrease. 

A good point, we will add this to sec�on 4.2 of our discussion. We will also more explicitly point 
out that while an examina�on of poten�al subglacial-supraglacial feedbacks is a natural extension of our 
work,  there are basic aspects of subglacial hydrology that are still poorly known .  Our approach simply 
indicates that there is plausibly some feedback between surface topography, surface hydrology, and basal 
hydrology. 

P2/L18 – set however off with commas (, however,) 

P2 L26/27 – would be appropriate to cite Joughin et al 2013 Cryosphere here (and perhaps 
elsewhere). Their paper has a quite a bit of discussion on the interaction of basal and surface 
topography and the effect of water routing. 

Will implement both of the above sugges�ons. 



P2 L31 – insert a comma before “which” P3 L6 – “it is unclear whether dynamic stream incision is 
efficient enough compared to other topographic influences to influence IDC scale topography 
and meltwater routing” Not sure I understand this statement – as noted below, a quick google 
search can turn up many pictures see large stream channels cut by overtopping streams. 

Will clarify the statement, the intent was to indicate that it has not yet been demonstrated how 
significant of a role thermal-fluvial incision plays in se�ng the large-scale structure and evolu�on of 
subglacial drainage basins, rela�ve to how much of this structure is primarily set by bed topography. 
Certainly there are local examples of fluvial erosion influencing drainage pa�erns, but the effect of bed 
topography filtered through to the surface appears to be the primary influence on larger scales, and is 
generally of larger amplitude than seasonally averaged fluvial incision. 

P3 L24 – don’t make Greenland Ice Sheet an acronym as GIS is to commonly used for mapping. 
You are not word constrained and in most cases you can be brief by just saying Greenland or the 
ice sheet. P2 paragraph that starts with L20 or L26 – there probably should be a reference to 
Smith, Raymond, and Scambos 2006, JGR F101019 as they look at the transfer of bed topography 
to the surface of the Greenland ice sheet. Their findings with respect to anisotropy would make 
sense to discuss later in the paper as well. P3 L31 – replace “resolution” with “posting” as you 
note in the next couple of sentences the resolution is anything but 150 m. Ditto for P4 L 2, and L3 
(using sampling spacing if you want to avoid repetitive use of posting). P4 L4 – “All” to “The” P4 
L14 – Define RSF. P5 16 – hyphenate no-flow condition P13 L26 add a “the” before “ ∼ 1-10” P13 
L30 This is almost identically restates what was said 4 lines earlier. P14 L1-1 again somewhat 
repetitive and somewhat repeating the obvious that could be inferred from previous work with 
transfer functions and observations of bed and surface topography. 

Will make changes according to the above sugges�ons. 

 P14 L16-17 – “If ice surface adjustments to variable basal conditions or ice flow perturbations 
are sufficiently rapid, surface topographic basin configuration should also vary on seasonal 
timescales.” If this were the case, then such changes should be occurring now. To the extent any 
such changes have occurred they escaped notice of numerous groups observing elevation time 
series. 

We included this statement to indicate that our “long-term averaged” predic�ons could miss 
seasonal dynamics; if we leave this statement in the discussion we will point out that such an effect has 
not been observed, and that this is consistent with the �mescales predicted by the transfer func�ons. 
We are not aware of any studies that have explicitly examined this (point GPS measurements are not 
ideal for basin-scale deforma�on), but if there are generally no significant changes in supraglacial 
topographic basin configura�on then our long-term averaged surface predic�ons could be considered 
more robust, since there would be a lower poten�al for inaccuracy due to seasonal dynamics. 

L14 L24-25 “basal sliding” its important to keep in mind the periods of strong basal sliding 
relatively brief and most of the year there is no surface melt, so this period of low sliding likely 
dominates the transfer of bed to surface topography. This statement also applies to the 
following paragraph. P15-L5-10 – again the winter pattern is likely to dominate and offsets any 
summer change with a wholesale redistribution of the drainage patterns. 



We will clarify in both loca�ons that we are referring to changes to “average effec�ve basal 
sliding”. We cannot say from our current methods/data if just winter slip ra�o influences topography, or 
if seasonal speedups ma�er. However, it does not seems unreasonable to propose that summer sliding 
rates might have some impact on the long-term averaged ice sheet surface topography, unless the ice 
surface fully readjusts to changing flow each season (which as previously discussed seems unlikely). We 
addi�onally note that long-term changes in atmospheric temperatures could change the length of �me 
each year over which sliding occurs, whether or not sliding rates are affected.  

 P15 Section 4.3 There is a significant amount of thermal-fluvial erosion – most stream channels 
are down-cut by by 10s of centimeters to meters. There are many examples of large stream 
channels – simple google meltwater stream channels Greenland and select the images tab. The 
really deep ones are not necessarily that common, but they often occur in locations where a 
major drainage catchment feeds a lake, that overtops, cut a channel many meters deep, to 
connect up with another drainage or to find a moulin. I think part of the problem with this 
section is that its poorly written and its not really clear the point the authors are trying to make. 

We have indeed published on the poten�al influence of fluvial erosion on Greenland ice sheet 
topography (Karlstrom et al., JGR, 2013, Karlstrom and Yang, GRL, 2016). This influence is undeniable on 
small scales as you men�on. But bed topography filtered through to the surface is of larger amplitude 
than seasonal melt in most places, so basin-scale structures are essen�ally sta�c year to year - this may 
also be seen clearly on Google Earth (also see Fig 1 of Karlstrom and Yang 2016). We are focusing on 
what controls basin-scale surface hydrology here. We will restructure the text to make this more clear. 

  



Response to Referee #2: 

Summary  

This paper explores the factors controlling the catchments of surface rivers on the western 
Greenland Ice Sheet. It focuses on the relationship between basal topography and these rivers, 
and concludes that certain geometric aspects (basal bumps and the basal slip ratio) control the 
organization of surface hydrology. From there, a possible ice-flow feedback is hypothesized 
based on future projected changes in melt rate and slip ratio. The sign of the ice-flow feedback is 
unknown.  

The study emphasizes the methods (Laplace-domain transfer functions) and most of the results 
presented (transfer function amplitudes) are a step away from reality, limiting the extent to 
which results are compared to data. Accordingly, the Results section is very brief (2 pages) 
compared to the rest of the manuscript (17 pages + Appendix) and the Methods section (8 
pages). Phrases like “as expected” of "consistent with previous work" appear frequently, 
highlighting that this study is light on novel contributions. Most of the 3-page Discussion is 
speculative and only loosely constrained by the results presented.  

We a�empted to use the best data-sets available, but given that there were s�ll limita�ons in 
data quality for important factors such as bed eleva�on, we chose modeling approaches (basal transfer 
func�ons and surface flow rou�ng) that are simple to understand, apply, and generalize despite 
limita�ons in accuracy. Our evalua�on and presenta�on metrics (amplitude spectra, slope-vs-drainage 
area trends, and stream network conformity values) capture general traits of surface topography and 
stream networks that are robust in data and should not depend greatly on our model simplifica�ons. 
These me�cs form the basis for a quan�ta�ve verifica�on, using new datasets over mul�ple regions of 
the Greenland Ice Sheet abla�on zone, of the extent to which bed topography explains surface 
topography and surface hydrology. Such a verifica�on sets the stage for future more fully mechanis�c 
studies. Our approach also permits the (testable) predic�on of surface topography and drainage basin 
configura�ons in different ice flow condi�ons. These predic�ons indicate that changing ice flow 
condi�ons can appreciably affect supraglacial IDC configura�ons, which is a novel and significant point 
that we hope will spark further study. We agree that a more thorough presenta�on of results and a 
restructuring of discussions is warranted. 

The study design is flawed in that the root data (Morlighem bed DEM) are not independent of 
the validation data (ArcticDEM for the ice-sheet surface) in the regions the authors chose to 
study (which are, incidentally, areas where Morlighem applied mass conservation). The authors 
also studied one area (R7) where mass conservation was not applied; results there are not 
shown, but I would expect their predicted surface to more poorly match the true (Arctic DEM) 
surface. This is hinted at in Figure 9, but never addressed. The techniques used to generate the 
bed DEM must be considered in this analysis; preferably, multiple regions with bed DEM 
constructed from mass conservation and with kriging should be analyzed and compared to one 
another.  

The primary regions we examine are areas where mass conserva�on (based on surface 
eleva�on, velocity, and surface+bed mass balances) is used in conjunc�on with radar data to derive 
BedMachine DEMs. As discussed in sec�on 2.2, we are interested in regions that exhibit significant 
supraglacial stream network development (typically at moderate eleva�ons), that have accurate bed 



eleva�on data, near-uniform veloci�es, and high resolu�on surface DEMs. Such regions of the ice sheet 
seem to generally be where mass conserva�on instead of kriging was used. However, we expect that 
BedMachine is the best choice for our study due to three reasons: 

(1) As far as we are aware, BedMachine is the most accurate Greenland bed DEM currently 
available, due in part to its use of mass conserva�on modeling which has advantages described in 
Morlighem et al (2011) and Morlighem et al (2014).  

(2) The method used in deriva�on of the BedMachine DEM only considers mass conserva�on, and is thus 
fundamentally different from the Gudmundsson transfer func�ons which are derived from both mass 
conserva�on and the Stokes flow equa�ons.  

We provide a thought experiment to demonstrate the dis�nc�on: given a bed eleva�on DEM, we 
could apply the BedMachine mass conserva�on method in reverse to predict steady-state surface 
eleva�ons. Doing this uniquely would require a full surface velocity map, in addi�on to target values of 
background thickness and surface slope (and basal/surface mass balances if those are not assumed to be 
zero). The transfer func�ons make surface eleva�on predic�ons given the same target thickness and 
slope values, but just a single background surface velocity vector and a value/values for slip ra�o. The 
transfer func�ons are thus also independently solving for a full velocity field by incorpora�ng 
approxima�ons of how ice should flow in response to gravity and pressure gradients. If we fed the same 
data we use to implement the transfer func�ons into an “inverse BedMachine model”, by using single 
velocity vector and uniform mass balances over the whole domain, the methods would in general not 
predict the same surfaces. 

By verifying that the transfer func�ons can reasonably well predict the ice surfaces in our study 
regions, what we are verifying is that the approxima�ons used to derive of the transfer func�ons are 
reasonably effec�ve at least over 1-10 km scales. Furthermore, since where mass conserva�on modeling 
was used in the BedMachine DEM the mass balance terms were not perturbed to account for spa�ally 
nonuniform processes like fluvial incision, we are verifying that most of the ice surface topography at 
these scales is consistent with ice flow alone.  

(3) We focused on regions with rela�vely dense radar coverage, so the influence on mass 
conserva�on derived DEMs of surface data will be limited. The analysis we use for tes�ng the possible 
effect of bed DEM error on our surface predic�ons, covered in sec�on 2.3.4, 3.1, and figure 7 panels B 
and F, provides an indirect indicator of how sensi�ve our surface predic�ons are to the mass 
conserva�on modeling used in the BedMachine DEMs. This is the case because the published 
BedMachine error generally increases with increasing distance from radar data points. See the included 
response figure 2 for further elabora�on on this. Our error analysis thus essen�ally demonstrates that in 
regions of dense radar coverage, the large-scale surface depressions/ridges we focus on should not be 
too significantly influenced by the topography between radar transects, and thus by the extrapola�on 
method is used.  

We could a�empt to obtain raw radar data for our study areas and interpolate it into DEMs using 
a method like kriging, but this would mean using less accurate bed eleva�on values (Morlighem et al 
2014), and it is not clear that doing so would significantly impact our results. 



 

Response Figure 2.   Le� panel: Error in the BedMachine v3 bed DEM generally increases with increasing 
distance from radar data (all bed picks from CReSIS shown in black), and our study regions (magenta 
boxes) are in areas where error is mostly less than around 100 m.  

Center panel: Bedmachine eleva�ons are generally in agreement with CReSIS radar data (radar data is 
colored by interpolated distance from BedMachine values). Some of the devia�on of radar eleva�on 
points from BedMachine values may be due to error in the radar picks. Radar picks separated by 
hundreds of meters or less o�en exhibit hundreds of meters in eleva�on difference, meaning that a DEM 
perfectly conforming to radar data would frequently exhibit extremely (likely ar�ficially) high relief.  

Right panel: Lindback et al (2014) produced a Greenland bed DEM without mass conserva�on modeling. 
In places this differs appreciably from BedMachine, but where the DEM overlaps with our study regions 
they mostly do not differ too significantly (generally < 100 m). We note that BedMachine v3 incorporates 
more recent radar data than was available for the Lindback et al DEM.  

Overall, this figure demonstrates that the BedMachine DEM agrees reasonably well with radar data, and 
that using an alterna�vely derived DEM would not necessarily benefit our study. We will consider adding 
a similar figure to a revision to show the important limita�ons of currently available bed DEMs. 

The primary question of the study (see first sentence of this review) is interesting and potentially 
compelling over the next hundred years or so. However, the methods address it incompletely 



(surface processes, such as fluvial erosion, are only speculated on) and suffer from a considerable 
flaw in using a bed DEM informed by the surface topography. The paper is out of balance and 
difficult to follow. If the authors can restructure the manuscript, address the data issues, and 
either refocus the central question on basal control alone or add treatment of surface-based 
topographic controls, this would become a worthy contribution. 

We hope that our response to this review will provide adequate preliminary addresses to 
ques�ons of data and methodology. We believe that significant restructuring, following what we outline 
in these responses, will highlight that our work does answer the ques�on in the first sentence of this 
review, at least over the IDC-scales we focus on. Namely, we use mul�ple geomorphological metrics in 
combina�on with a simple method for predic�ng surface topography over an underlying bed to 
demonstrate that bed topography can generally explain surface catchment structure at IDC-scales, and 
that fluvial incision is thus a secondary and generally compara�vely minimal influence at such scales. 
Using a more complex model for surface processes (such as fluvial incision) coupled with ice flow would 
be a natural and poten�ally interes�ng extension of our work, but we expect the results and ideas we 
present here are s�ll novel contribu�ons and are useful in part because of their generality. 

Specific comments  

The best-fit value of C 0 ∗  = 11 reported here is, as pointed out by Reviewer 1, anomolously high 
compared to field observations. This is especially important because the authors identify C 0 ∗  as 
a parameter that IDC density is most sensitive to (Figure 12); thus, it would seem crucial to use a 
realistic value of C 0 ∗  . The authors’ finding of C 0 ∗  = 11 by their techniques thus suggests either 
(1) that other techniques should be used to find a more realistic C 0 ∗  before this analysis is 
continued, or (2) if the authors are confident in C 0 ∗  = 11, the meaning and implications should 
be explored, which could be an interesting result. 

Refer to our earlier response to Referee 1. 

A good paper can demonstrate much of its message through its figures alone. In this case, it is 
hard to follow the meaning of the figures, which are too many in number (12) and too focused on 
the methods, which are already well established (Gudmundsson 2003 and other work since). 
However, this can be readily improved. Recommendations for the figures: 

Figure 1: Adapt but keep. Zoom in better on Panel A. Add labels to Panel B – is this the ArcticDEM 
surface, or a predicted surface? 

We will implement these sugges�ons (the ice surface in figure B is from Arc�cDEM). 

Figure 2: Unnecessary and repetitive from earlier work, remove. Phase is not a big part of the 
analysis, consider discarding or at least deemphasizing (no figures on phase). 

We agree that this figure is not par�cularly necessary, and will remove it. 

Figure 3: Could adapt and keep. Is panel B correct: thin ice (H=500 m) will best express bedrock 
features of 100 km scale? 

For all sets of ice flow parameters (excluding some values as zeros/infini�es) as wavelength 
increases predicted transfer amplitude eventually approaches 1. However, we note that the transfer 
func�ons are not valid out to arbitrarily long wavelengths; at length scales very large compared to ice 



thickness the background gravity current profile of flowing ice will dominate. We also note that the 
figure is designed to highlight the effect of changing individual ice flow parameters, but that in reality the 
parameters are not independent. 

Figure 4: Unnecessary; remove. 

We will consider removing figure 4, but note that another group has a paper recently accepted for 
publica�on (Igneczi et al 2018) using the transfer func�ons only along flowlines, and thus feel that 
men�oning the importance of dimensionality is par�cularly relevant. 

Figure 5: Unnecessary; remove all except Panel E, which could be incorporated into Figure 3. 

We will remove figure 5 or place it in a supplement, and agree that it is a good idea to place a 
basal sliding transfer func�on comparison in figure 3. 

Figure 6: Potentially useful, but why is the misfit pattern so sensitive to η? How many values of η 
were tested, and why is the misfit so concentrated at 1015 Pa s? Not what I would expect. 

We explored values of effec�ve Newtonian viscosity  η  ranging from 10 1  to 10 20 . Holding other ice 
flow parameters fixed to reasonable values for our study regions, decreasing  η  generally shi�s the 
transfer func�on peak to shorter wavelengths. Because our domain sizes (and maximum resolvable 
wavelengths) are limited, at values of  η  above around 10 16  the transfer peak is shi�ed to high enough 
wavelengths that there is essen�ally no transfer calculated. At viscosi�es around 10 15  the transfer peak 
occurs near the longest wavelengths we resolve (around 50-100 km), which does a very poor job of 
predic�ng the ice surface. The misfit is par�cularly large in this part of the parameter space because bed 
topography amplitude generally increases with wavelength, so a strong expression of these large 
features creates very unrealis�c surface predic�ons. The changing of the transfer func�ons becomes 
much more gradual as effec�ve viscosity decreases beyond around 10^13, which is why there is minimal 
change in misfit at low values of  η . 

Figure 7: Keep; make color scales the same on Panels E and F. 

Will do. 

Figure 8: Panel B is not useful. Are the data shown in Panel A from this paper, or previous work? 
Consider deleting entirely. 

The data in both panels are results from our analysis of published data. Panel B is primarily 
meant to show that some supraglacial stream profiles do exhibit overall concavity (as would be expected 
in steady state fluvial longitudinal profiles), but that there are many readily visible devia�ons from this. 
We do not in detail examine the source of such devia�ons, except to note that bed topography produces 
stream profiles with similar proper�es. We will consider removing panel B, and/or repurposing both 
panels of the figure to also illustrate the conformity metrics. 

Figure 9: Panel A is misleading because the Stream Free Region (RSF) looks different from all 
other regions, which may be intended to show the influence of streams. Yet the cause is simply 
much different H, u, and α in this region compared to other regions (Table 1). For better fidelity, 
the authors should select a RSF with similar ice geometry to the stream regions. 



This figure is not meant to demonstrate anything about streams, but the point that RSF is too 
different from our other regions to make such demonstra�ons is valid. Since it may prove impossible to 
find replacement regions with ideal a�ributes and data availability, and since the stream-free region 
does not contribute significantly to our analysis anyways, we will remove this study region from the 
revision. 

Figure 10: Even after a lot of thought, I am still not sure what is being plotted here. I understand 
the meanings of %d and Λ, but cannot understand the choice on the y-axis (difference from 
maximum). In the text, a normalized framework (0 to 1) is discussed, but the data here are not 
shown that way. The text also highlights variability at small wavelengths (P13 L6-11), but the 
figure presentation makes this information uninterpretable (all curves are plotted too densely at 
low wavelengths). Regardless, I infer that the point of this figure is to show the natural variability 
in both %d and Λ, by showing the values across R1-R7, and then comparing to the flow networks. 
For Λ, the flow networks fall within the natural variability, but for %d, it does not. This could 
suggest something about the control of fluvial erosion, or other surface processes, on surface 
topography, but this is not addressed. 

This figure demonstrates that, in both real steam networks and synthe�c flow networks, 
topographic wavelengths between 1-10 km are important and sufficient for explaining stream network 
structure. We will be�er describe the metrics and figure in a revision. We normalized the y-axis to 
highlight that conformity values in all networks plateau and exhibit minimal change as wavelengths 
smaller than 1 km are added, but will change this if it makes the plots less clear. We will also use larger 
domains for our synthe�c flow networks so that they extend to longer wavelengths to show that 
topographic wavelengths longer than 19 km are also less significant at controlling stream/synthe�c flow 
network structure. The natural variability in the conformity metrics between regions is interes�ng, but 
we do not a�empt to explain such variability in this work. 

Figure 11: Panel A is not necessary, but Panel B presents a comparison of inferred surface to 
actual surface, which is essential. Why were such comparisons not run on all 7 study regions? 
Yet, the text (P13 L16-20) declares the slope-area metric to be of limited utility, according to 
previous work and data from this study. Thus, any conclusions based on this data (P13 L21-27, 
P14 L1-2) should be de-emphasized or removed. 

We will remove Panel A. We presented synthe�c flow network results only in the two study 
regions where transfer func�ons produced the best surface predic�ons, to avoid overly clu�ered figures 
and since we expected these results were most reliable. We will include synthe�c flow network results 
from more regions, perhaps in a supplement. The finding that similar slope-area trends can be produced 
on surfaces only controlled by bed topography and on fluvially-incised regions of the ice sheet is a key 
conclusion, since it indicates that if supraglacial fluvial incision has an appreciable impact on stream 
profiles it is convolved with the effects of variable ice flow. This observa�on supports our hypothesis that 
bed topography is the dominant control on stream network structure. Furthermore, it is important to 
present our observa�ons as a cau�on that nega�ve slope-area trends on ice sheets do not necessarily 
imply a landscape shaped by fluvial erosion, as is o�en considered to be the case in terrestrial 
landscapes. 

Figure 12: Keep. 



I also suggest better distinguishing what is observationally based (e.g., stream networks) from 
what is computed here using transfer functions (e.g., flow networks). 

We will use a consistent term such as “synthe�c supraglacial flow networks” when referring to 
the flow networks we derive from transfer func�on predicted surfaces. 

The main conclusion, that "bed topography transfer alone can explain  ∼ 1-10 km scale ice sheet 
surface topography" (P13 L29-30), is not illustrated well in any one figure. It can perhaps be 
inferred from Figure 7E, but the spatial scale must be eyeballed, rather than shown as the 
independent variable like in the majority of the figures. 

The point is meant to be illustrated in the spa�al domain by figure 7 C,D, and in the spectral 
domain by figure 9, as well as indirectly by the %downhill and conformity plots. However, we agree that 
the text is not concisely structured around making this point. We will add panels to figure 9 replica�ng 
panels C and D on ice surfaces predicted by the transfer func�ons to provide a more explicit spectral 
domain indica�on that the bed topography can reasonably well explain these wavelengths of surface 
topography. 

The Discussion section is largely uncoupled from the rest of the work. Speculation on changes in 
basal slipperiness on hourly to seasonal timescales (P14 L28, L33, P15 L1-2) is not relevant to the 
bed-to-surface propagation this paper addresses, as the stated timescale for adjustment is >3 
years (P14 L14). Thus, the hypothesized feedback (increasing melt changes sliding, which 
changes IDC size, affects local melt water volumes at the bed, which again changes sliding), 
which operates on seasonal or shorter timescales, is not supported or constrained by the study. It 
would be an interesting concept if it could be shown, but that is not accomplished here. 

We feel that sec�on 4.1 of our discussion is jus�fied by our results, and is a natural extension of 
our results. Sec�on 4.2 makes testable hypotheses if yearly or mul�-year averaged ice flow condi�ons 
condi�ons are considered. We will a�empt to condense this sec�on to the essen�al point: “Supraglacial 
hydrology effects subglacial hydrology (references), which could impact long-term averaged ice flow 
parameters like basal sliding. If the former connec�ons exist, there could be feedbacks in which 
subglacial hydrology also effects supraglacial hydrology”. We think this point is worth men�oning since it 
does seem conceivable that there would be some connec�ons between subglacial hydrology and 
long-term averaged ice flow parameters, and since our work indicates the general effect these ice flow 
parameters have on supraglacial hydrology. We will consider implemen�ng simple calcula�ons of 
subglacial hydraulic poten�al to illustrate how surface topography alone could influence subglacial 
hydrology.  

The first paragraph of Section 4.1 reads like the main motivation for the study, and as such 
should appear in the Introduction. 

We will place these statements in the introduc�on. 

Equations 7 and 8 appear in the Discussion, which is strange, and are not applied to further 
analysis. They should be removed. 

The ideas on fluvial erosion (P16 L1-30) are potentially interesting, but again, are completely 
unexplored in the work. The statement "Our conformity metric calculations (Fig. 10) are 
consistent with an external control on supraglacial stream network geometry" (P16 L20-21) is 



not supported by the work. It may or may not be true, but the data were not shown to 
demonstrate it. 

We will significantly condense and clarify sec�on 4.3. We will place the explana�on of the 
background ideas behind the slope vs drainage area metric in the introduc�on, which will provide be�er 
context as to why we consider this metric in examining how well bed topography can explain supraglacial 
stream network structure and/or how significant fluvial incision appears to be at shaping such structure. 
We will clarify the significance of our findings with respect to the slope-area metric, which we discussed 
earlier in this response, in our results sec�on and/or in this discussion sec�on.  

We will also be�er clarify in the results and/or discussion sec�ons the primary significance of our 
findings with respect to the conformity metrics, which were also discussed earlier in this response. We 
will reword “external control” to the intended control of “bed topography transfer”. This statement is 
consistent with our conformity metric results in that the same band of wavelengths can explain stream 
conformity in real and synthe�c supraglacial stream networks, and that these wavelengths correspond 
well with the wavelengths at which bed topography is predicted to transfer strongly. 

Overall, the base idea is worthy of exploration, but the paper is light on results and heavy on 
unsupported and speculative discussion, and does not fully consider the limitations of its primary 
dataset. 

We expect that by restructuring  and being more thorough in our presenta�on of results we will 
be�er emphasise the findings of our work (as discussed above). We will condense and restructure our 
discussion, so that its contents are more direct extensions of our results. We expect that presen�ng a 
condensed form of the argument outlined earlier in the response (and shown in response figure 2) will 
jus�fy our use of BedMachine mass conserva�on derived DEMs, and explain that instead producing 
DEMs with an alterna�ve method such as kriging would not necessarily improve the reliability of our 
results or significantly affect our conclusions. 
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